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COMMITMENT
Created by aviation professionals and ambitious entrepreneurs in 2014,
La Compagnie has reinvented the transatlantic business class experience.
Currently the only all business class airline
in the world, La Compagnie operates
daily flights from New York to Paris at
competitively low fares 30 to 50 percent
cheaper than those of competitors.
...And thanks to La Compagnie, visiting
the South of France is easier and more
accessible than ever. On May 5, 2019,
the airline launched a seasonal route
between Nice and New York operating
from May through October at the most
attractive fares.

La Compagnie lauded by
the TripAdvisor Community
In 2019, La Compagnie was awarded a
2019 TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice award
for Specialty Airline, Europe. The hallmarks
of Travellers’ Choice award winners are
outstanding service, quality and value – all
of which represent La Compagnie’s unique
approach to business class travel.

TRAVELLERS’
CHOICE AWARDS
SPECIALIST AIRLINE
EUROPE
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HISTORY
A story that started 5 years ago…
CREATION OF
LA COMPAGNIE

FIRST
COMMERCIAL FLIGHT

SECOND
AIRCRAFT

DOUBLE FREQUENCY
PARIS-NEW YORK

OCTOBER 2013

JULY 2014

MARCH 2015

OCTOBER 2016

MERGER WITH
XL AIRWAYS

ANNOUNCEMENT
OF THE AIRBUS
A321NEO PROJECT

LAUNCH OF SEASONAL
ROUTE BETWEEN
NICE AND NEW YORK

ARRIVAL OF THE A321NEO
JUNE AND SEPTEMBER 2019

DECEMBER 2016

SEPTEMBER 2017

MAY 2019

JUNE 2019

Funding
For its launch in July 2014, La Compagnie
received the support of French and
European private investors at an exceptional
level of nearly 30 million euros.
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The team

CHRISTIAN VERNET
CEO

JEAN-CHARLES PERINO
EVP Sales and Marketing /
Co-founder

The Group
La Compagnie was created with an exceptional
contribution from Dreamjet Participations
of almost 30 million euros. They, like us,
are committed to making business class
air travel more accessible to all.

YANN POUDOULEC
EVP Engineering /
Co-founder
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THE OFFER
Regularly scheduled daily flights between Paris or Nice and New York
100% business class experience at the most attractive fare
Business Class
at the best price
Thanks to La Compagnie, travelers can enjoy
business class at an unbeatable rate: the
airline's status as a business class specialist
allows La Compagnie to guarantee rates that
are 30 to 50% less than competitors.

PARIS - NEW YORK
FROM

R/T*
$1,400
IN BUSINESS CLASS

Distribution channels
Flights are sold directly via La Compagnie's
website www.lacompagnie.com;
at La Compagnie’s call center
(1-800-218-6820); or with selected
trip advisors. Pricing remains the same
across all booking platforms.

*see conditions on website
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News
NICE – NEW YORK
Since May 2019, La Compagnie launched a new
seasonal route between Nice and New York.
The route operates up to 5 times weekly,
Wednesday through Sunday, between the months
of May and October. The route offers direct
access to the South of France during prime
season at an unbeatable fare.

F L IGHT S C H E D U L E
DEPARTURES

PARIS - ORLY

NEW YORK - NEWARK

ARRIVALS

NEW YORK - NEWARK

PARIS - ORLY

FLIGHT
NUMBER

DEPARTURE
TIME

ARRIVAL
TIME

DAYS OF OPERATION

B0 100

10:30AM

12:55AM

Everyday

B0 102

2:30PM

5:00PM

Mon, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun

B0 104

7:30PM

10:00PM

Tue, Wed, Thu (except summer)

B0 101

7:05PM

8:50AM

Everyday

B0 103

9:40PM

10:45AM

Mon, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun

B0 105

11:30AM

1:10PM

Mon, Tue, Wed (except summer)

NICE - CÔTE D'AZUR

NEW YORK - NEWARK

B0 200

6:15PM

10:00PM

Mon, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun

NEW YORK - NEWARK

NICE - CÔTE D'AZUR

B0 201

11:30PM

1:50PM

Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun

AIRCRAFTS
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Flying with the innovative Airbus A321neo…
La Compagnie began service of the first
single-aisle Airbus A321neo - designed
exclusively for the airline. Selected for
outstanding operational efficiency, comfort
and range, La Compagnie is the first French
airline to operate the new generation Airbus
A321neo. The aircraft features a unique
and spacious business class-only cabin
with 76 fully flat seats class seats and wear
the airline's signature colors: Celestial Blue
and Anthracite Grey.

AIRBUS A321NEO
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CABINS
Unique cabins 100% business class
Unique and spacious, the cabins are
configured in 2x2 seats and have 76
(Airbus A321neo) seats in comparison
to most aircraft which reach 230 seats.
Passengers thus benefit from personalized
service and extra personal space.

Comfort onboard the Airbus
A321neo
The new Airbus A321neo cabin is
equipped with 76 Rockwell Collins seats
that recline into perfectly horizontal beds.
50cm wide, the bed seats offer maximum
comfort to passengers with a length
of 192 cm and a thick and soft overlay.
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In-flight entertainment
The A321neo is equipped with a 15.6-inch
seat-mounted screen display and a free
high-speed Wi-Fi connection by Viasat,
allowing passengers to connect via their
personal devices during the flight.

La Compagnie offers passengers a selection
of both French and American movie classics,
new releases, television shows and music, all
of which are updated on a monthly basis.
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CREW
Passionate and exceptional staff at the service of passengers
A 100% business class experience means a
100% personal experience. La Compagnie’s
team, which contributes significantly to
the travel experience, pays close attention
to the needs and wants of its passengers.
The pilots, all under French employment
contracts, have been carefully selected
and are trained to the highest
aeronautical standards.

The flight attendants, true ambassadors of
La Compagnie and its values, are responsible
for the safety and comfort onboard all
flights. In a study, the reception and service
onboard received a score of 9.1/10*. With
La Compagnie, all passengers travel in good
company!

* Satisfaction survey conducted by the Company in april 2019 among a panel of customers
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AIRPORTS
A smooth, fast and 100% Business Experience
In each airport served by La Compagnie,
passengers have priority queue-cutting
access and a lounge with space for
relaxation, work and catering.

New York /
Newark International Airport
Newark International Airport was chosen
as the New York airport for its easy access
to and from Manhattan. The airport offers
simplified processes that are perfectly suited
to La Compagnie's business aircraft.

Paris Orly Airport
In April 2018, the airline transferred
operations to Terminal 4 at Paris Orly Airport
to provide travelers with quicker access to
Paris’ city center and better connections
to surrounding European destinations.
Paris Orly Airport makes La Compagnie’s
experience fast and smooth for travelers.

Nice Côte d’Azur
International Airport
From May through October, La Compagnie
offers direct service from Terminal 2 at
Nice Côte d'Azur to Newark. The airport is
centrally located in the region and allows
La Compagnie passengers easy access to
Nice, Cannes, Monaco, Antibes, etc.
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SERVICES
Support before, after and during the flight
A Business Class
Luggage Policy
With La Compagnie, baggage policies
are simple: each passenger can check in
two pieces of luggage no more than
32kg (70.5lbs) each free of charge.
La Compagnie facilitates the travel of
athletes by transporting their equipment:
golf clubs, surfboards, bicycles and skis
and snowboards.

A driver before and/or
after your flight
From the moment travelers get to the airport
or off the plane, La Compagnie offers a
quality personalized transportation service.
When making their reservation, passengers
can order a top-tier, efficient and economical
driving service.
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Access to the lounge
in each airport
La Compagnie passengers have
complimentary access to the lounge
in each airport, with comfortable seating,
a large selection of snacks and refreshments,
in addition to a workspace area with the
latest magazines, free Wi-Fi and telephone
service and flight information monitors.

An easier arrival to and from
the principality of Monaco
By partnering with Monacair, La Compagnie
now offers its passengers access to and
from the Côte d'Azur via helicopter transfer
between the Nice Airport and Monaco

Lounge at Nice Côte d’Azur Airport
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GASTRONOMY
At the heart of the business class experience is a ‘bistronomic’ cuisine
Christophe Langrée
in the kitchen for Chefs&Co
Since the launch of the airline, Head Chef
Christophe Langrée has been committed
to improving La Compagnie’s onboard food
experience with a stellar menu of seasonal
products.
In 2017, he launched a Chefs&Co program
onboard all flights, featuring monthly menu
additions from renowned chefs including
David Toutain (2 Michelin stars), Frédéric
Duca, Yann Couvreur, Florent Ladeyn
(1 star) and the Tourteaux brothers (2 stars).
Between France and New York, these chefs’
creations are influenced by their travels and
experiences.
DAVID TOUTAIN

FLORENT LADEYN

FRÉDÉRIC DUCA

YANN COUVREUR

GAËL & MICKAËL TOURTEAUX IN NICE
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Under Christophe’s leadership, La Compagnie
is expanding the Chefs&Co family each
year with new Chefs, new stories and new
trips, with a goal of continuing to deliver
an exceptional gourmet experience onboard.
By partnering with exceptional Chefs,
La Compagnie offers its passengers varied
and quality meals at 30,000 feet.

The Cellar

,,

French Champagne house Piper Heidsieck
is La Compagnie’s exclusive champagne
partner onboard.
The wine list has been carefully drawn
up from a selection of traditional French
producers from different regions: Benjamin
de Beauregard in Pomerol, Château
La Bienfaisance in Saint Emilion, La Part
des Anges a Chardonnay from Burgundy
and Whispering Angel, a rosé from Côtes
de Provence.

Enabling people to travel is our job, whether
in the air or in one’s mind. Let’s get down to
what is essential, simple, good and pleasurable:
that’s where we want to take you. Our food follows
the seasons, desires and aims to stimulate
inspiration. From the Hôtel de Matignon to Faust,
Paris to New York, the idea is to free yourself
to take more risks and try something new.
From my native Brittany to travels around the world,
I keep only the best to share with you.

Christophe Langrée

,,
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LOYALTY
PROGRAM
MyCompagnie: a simple and transparent program
MyCompagnie is a unique and transparent
loyalty program. The customer travels, earns
points, and spends them according to their
desires. Since May 2017, a passenger can
sponsor friends or relatives and get 2 points
credited following the sponsee’s first flight.
La Compagnie also credits the sponsee
with 4 points.

How to earn points?
1. By traveling

Each flight (round trip) allows the passenger
to accumulate points according to the rate
paid (Full Flex, Semi Flex, Best Buy or
Promo). After each flight, the points are
automatically credited to their MyCompagnie
account.
FULL FLEX

SEMI FLEX

BEST BUY

PROMO

+5 POINTS

+3 POINTS

+2 POINTS

+1 POINT

2. By sponsoring a friend or being
sponsored

After the first trip with La Compagnie, the
passenger receives 4 loyalty points and their
sponsor 2.

SPONSOR

NEW CLIENT

+2 POINTS

+4 POINTS
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Convert points

La Compagnie Services

La Compagnie Tickets

Tickets obtained under the loyalty
program are subject to availability.
Maxi-availability ticket allows you
to access a greater number of dates
than Mini-availability ticket.

Points can be used to pay for ticket
modification fees according to the fare
conditions of the ticket purchased.
The difference in price remains applicable
and is the responsibility of the customer
if necessary. The points shown in the table
apply per trip.

MIN. AVAILABILITY

MAX AVAILABILITY

CHANGE TICKET SEMI FLEX

5 POINTS

ROUND TRIP TICKET

40 POINTS

80 POINTS

CHANGE TICKET BEST BUY

10 POINTS

ONE WAY TICKET

20 POINTS

40 POINTS

CHANGE TICKET PROMO

15 POINTS

EXTRA OR
OVERSIZED LUGGAGE

5 POINTS
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WE LOVE
BUSINESS PASS
For those who frequently travel across
the Atlantic, La Compagnie created the
‘We Love Business Pass’ to book flexible
business class tickets at the best price
thanks to prepaid credits.

allows travelers to book flexible tickets at a
30% discount compared to the usual Full
Flex Fare, with flights available for 1 or 2
credits depending upon availability.

Prices
3 Passes are available for sale for
the launch of the program based on
the number of pre-paid credits.

Terms and conditions
To purchase the ‘We Love Business Pass,’
contact La Compagnie’s call center at
1-800-218-8087. Travelers will be able
to book all tickets online using credits
via a simplified dedicated platform at
LaCompagnie.com. More information on

Benefits
Valid for 12 months from the purchase date,
the Pass is “non-nominative,” meaning
several passengers can book flights with the
same pass. Tickets purchased with a ‘We
Love Business Pass’ are also “Full Flex,”
offering travelers the opportunity to modify
or cancel reservations up to two hours before
departure. The ‘We Love Business Pass’

www.lacompagnie.com/fr/memberB2B/booklet.

PASS 20

PASS 50

PASS 100

20 credits
for 35,000$

50 credits
or $80,000

100 credits
for $150,000

Your Full Flex
R/T ticket
from $3,500

Your Full Flex
R/T ticket
from $3,200

Your Full Flex
R/T ticket
from $3,000

PARTNERS
Being an independent airline enables
La Compagnie to think outside of the box.
The airline has partnered with tastemakers
in all fields to offer an experience that is
completely unique, exciting and engaging.
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EVENTS
ONBOARD
Special Events Onboard to Animate Round-Trips
La Compagnie loves to share its favorite
friends and brands and regularly organizes
curated events and experiences onboard
which invite passengers to discover the
brand’s independent spirit and French art
de vivre. Travelers have met famed authors
including Claude Lelouch and Jean-Michel
Ribes, been served special dishes by
renowned chefs, sparked their taste buds
with exclusive food tastings and Caviar
experiences and more.
Take a look at a snapshot of activations
that have taken place onboard...

A Gourmet Experience
with Chief David Toutain
As part of an ongoing Chefs&Co series,
celebrated Chef David Toutain flew with
La Compagnie to present his signature
dish to lucky travelers - a beef, potato
and eggplant caviar delicacy. He himself
wrapped truffle shavings on each of
the passenger dishes.
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A Literary Break
with Claude Lelouch
French director and screenwriter, Claude
Lelouch, signed his autobiography Le
dictionnaire de ma vie for passengers on
a flight from Paris to New York. It was an
unforgettable and emotional moment for all.

“Street Artitude”
La Compagnie partnered with Brooklyn
street artist Kevin Lyons to launch the first
flying art gallery. Taking inspiration from the
personalities of passengers, Lyons created a
moving exhibit of 40 characters to reinvent
the 80 windows of the airline's aircraft. Lyons
was onboard to meet and greet passengers
and offer travelers special amenities
including a mini magazine detailing the
work and personal drawings to keep.
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